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1. In the following we shall consider indefinite binary quadratic 

forms. Such forms have the shape 

2 2 
q = q(x) = o(x 1 +/3 x 1x 2 + /x 2 

and have positive discriminant 

d = d ( q ) = /3 2 - lt ex j' . 

In this report we shall be concerned with the lower bound of 

!q(x)) for integral x 1 ,xi/o,o. 
We shall denote points with integral coordinates by u=(u 1 ,u2 ), 

v=(v 1 ,v2 ), etc. In particular 1 we shall write o=(O,O). For given q, 

we put 

( 1 ) .,a ( q) = inf I q ( u) l . 
uJo 

.Further, vve shall call two forms q 3 q' equivalent,· and write Qr...J q', 

if there is an integral unimodular transformation 

such that q(Ux)=q'(x). Next, we shall write q~ q 1 if q is equi

valent with a multiple a- q I of q 1 • 'rl1e f ollov~ing relations a re . 

trivial: 

(2) 

( 3) 

ft (q) =,,)-1.,(q') and d(q) = d(q') if q"-' q' 

q ~ q'. 

The theorem of Markov, which we shall state below and for which we 

intend to give a geometric proof, gives detailed information 

concerning the quantity ft (q)/V d(q). 

The geometry can be brought in as follows. Let S be the two
dimensional domain 
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( 4 ) 

bounded by the two orthogonal hyperbolas x1x2=+1, and let Y denote 

the lattice of points u in the plane with integral coordinates. 

The domain Sis left invariant under the hyperbolic rotations 

( 5) (-r /.0 and real) 

and under the reflections with respect to the coordinate axes and 

the lines x 1=±x2 . 

Further, if we sub Jee t Y to a nonsingular linear transform

ation 

then we get a general plane lattice A consisting of the points 

Au (u £ Y) enz. It is generated by the two points Ae,Af, where 

e=(1,0) and f=(0,1), and has determinant 

d ( /\) = I det A I . 

Now consider an arbitrary form q(x). It can be written as the 
product of two linear factors, say 

( 6) 

if A is the matrix (a 1J) and ij denotes the special form ~(x)=x 1x2 , 

then (6) reads 

q(x) = q(Ax). 

Suppose that r (q) has a positive value fa. Then, by ( 1) and (6), 

ea c h point x/. o of the form Au s a t is fie s ! x 1 x 2 I '?-fa , i . e . the la t t i c e 

/\=AY, where A satisf1es (6 1 )!/ has no point f-0 in v;;, S. With the 

usual terminology, we say that/\ is admissible fop~ S. More 

preciselyJ we have 

( 7) 

where fa =.,,U(q) J /\ =A Y J q(x)=q(Ax) i so thctt /\ is admissible for 

y;;;. S, but no longer for v:; 'Sas .?-''/t.. 
We may denote the square root of the left hand member of (7) 

by 

( 8) 
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We further note that the form (6) has discriminant (det A) 2 , Then, 

for the lattice A considered above, 

(9) ,,u.,(/\) = v .,:U(q) , 

There is a correspondence between forms q and lattices A. 
It can be expressed by 

(10) q(x) == q(Ax) , /\ =A y . 

But this correspondence is not one-to-one. On the other hand, any 

two lattices AY and ADY cJre identic8l, since Y =UY. Thus, 

equivalent forms correspond with the same lattice, On the other 

hand, the form q is left invariant under all hyperbolic rotations 

T (which means that q(x) and q(A- 1TAx) are identical for all T). 

'The corresponding latt:Lces are A =A Y , /\ 1 =TA Y . Such lattices are 

obtained from each other by means of a hyperbolic rotation of the 

plane, and one has the formulas (similar to (2)): 

The right form of the correspondence between forms and lattices is 

given in our case by 

(12) ( c =0, 1 ) , 

where q ancJ /\ are connected by (10) and qU means the focm q(Ux). 

2. We proceed to find all lattices /\ with 

( 13) .,,.u..(s, /\) = 1 J d(/1) < 3. 

Let B denote the boundary of S, and let B,1JB2 ,B3 be the parts of B 
0 in the 1st,2nd,Jrd quadrant respectively. Let x bo the point 

(1,1) on B1 . We shall first determine the latticerJ /\ E:at1sf·ying 

(13) and having a point on the boundary B. It is no restriction to 

suppose thcJt x0 s A; then /\ has a basis { e,f}, with 

(14) 0 
e = X • 

A generic point u 1e+u2f of A may be denoted by U=(u1 ,u2 ); according

ly, from now on coordinates will always be taken with respect to a 

(suitably chosen) basis{x0 ,r} of/\, The lattice/\ is determined 
completely if we know three points e,u,v of A on the boundary B; 

likewise, the corresponding quadratic form q is determined uniquely 
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by its values in e,u,v. We now construct a certain denumerable set 

of lattices and then prove that these lattices are all admissible 

and give all lattices satisfying our conditions. We repeat that we 

always take e=x0 • 

..__ _____ _ 

1111 
,I:-' u. 

The first lattice, say /\,1==A 1 Y, 

and u3=(-1,1) E,. B,-:i· Put 

2 is such that u =(-2,1).SB2 

c.. 

(15) q 1(x) = clet(x,v0xL where \ ! (0 -1) 
O - 1 3 ' 

') 3 
Then q1 (u) = 1,-1,-1 for U=e,uc..,u respectively, and so 

q(A 1x)=q 1 (x). For arbitrary A, we have 

(16) det(Ax,Ay) = det A, det(x)y), 

Hence, q1 (v0x) = q1 (x), i.e. v 0 is an automorphism of q1(x). Hence, 
1 -1 ( ) 4 ( ) u =-V0 e= -3,1 lies on B3 and u =Voe= 0,1 lies on B1 . 

The 2 second lattice, sf? /\ 2=A 2 Y , is obtained from A1 by 

moving u along B2 until u reaches B2 . Put 

(17) 

2 Lf 
Then q2 (u) = 1,-1,-1 for u=e,u ,u, and so ~(A 0 x)=q0 (x). Further, 

1 (_ L 

u0 is an automorphism of q2 (x), so that -u0- e=(-5,2) lies on B3 
and u0e=(1,2) lies on B1 . As is easily verified, the matrices u0 , 

v0 satisfy the following relation, which will be important in the 
sequel: 

(18) 
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( 19) 

We have q5(e)=1. By repeated application of (16) and (18) and by 

using Ke=-e we find that q5(v0e)=q5(-u0- 1e)=-q5(e)=~1. So 
q(A3x)=q5 (x). Further, u0v0 is an automorphism of q5 (~). So ~e 

find that ~3 has a.a. the following four points on B: 

(20) 

These points are connected with each other by 

rrhe 

be noted 

sec trices 

different 

above procedure can be continued iridefinitely. It should 
that A 1 and ;\ 2 are symmetric with respect to the bi ... 

of the axes" but not A ;3, So from (\ 3 we can obtain two 
lattices 2 i'OJ:". which f,0,§pectively u' ,u 111 and u 11 ,u 1111 lie 

on B2 . We riow introduce the follcwing notations. 

(:It: set of pairs of integral fnatrices (U,V) such that 

a) (u0 "v0 )aJ-, 

b) if (U,V)f.i,?Z;; then (W,V)~;ra,-, and (U,UV)6d?'Z 

!Mc'.f ~ set of' matrices in m 
A(UJV): lattice through x0 witfi -U~ 1e t B2 and Ve ~ B2 

f:.. : set of the ~Lattices !, 1 , 1\ 2 " /\ (U;V) ( (u,v) E: m) 

q(U,V;x)~ form~ with q(e)=1, ~(-u-1e)=q(V~)=-1 

2 (so that K = -1) 

'.:'hen, if (G.,V) i2 D pair of an and W is an arbitrary matrix of 

\.m ! , the followi,1g seven properties hold: 

-
..L 

II 
III 
IV 

UV = VKU 

(WL) 2 = -I 
q(U_,V;x) = J_ det(x,Wx), where W=(w .. ) = UV and m m lJ 
q(U.,V;x)is invariant under the transformation UV 

formed into -q(U,V;x) by VL 

= w21 
and is trans-
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v /\(U,V) hss fo"C'.r- pointt\ t,. 1 .:-u''~u'",u 1111 on B3 ;B2 JB2 .,B1 resp·ect: 
ively > such ·'.:hat 

(22) 

(23) 

VI 

UVu 1 = •·•e, Uu" == --e, Ve='-'U 111 , UVe = u ''" , 

k 1 W hafl the form (m 3m---k) , so that the corresponding form 

~ det(x,Wx~ ~ J{nuc 12 +(3m-2k)x 1x2-1x22 } = qm(x), say, has 
discriminc1n'c d :c:d(q ) = 9 .. l~rrr·2 m m 

VII the latticen in Care admissible for S. 

Proof. Properties I and II are easily proved by in~Uctibn. 

J.?ropcr)cy ~,:r:: C.'."D be verifiecl cis follows: 

dnt ( c, We) ,.., n, 

det ( u'"1e, uvu·· 1e) = det ( u-1e j VKe )=-det( e., We )=-m, 
,, ' ' i 

clei..;(Vc,UV/c) -· dct(e,KUVe) = :-.m, 

The first clauFe in IV is 8 consequence of III and the seco0d 

olle :~s proved as fo-.10 1:JS: 

det(VLx,UVVL-x:_1 = dct\VLx,--iTL 2mrLx) = det(x,-L1NLx) 

= det\U\x,-(UVL) 2x) = det(Wx,x~ = -det(x,Wx}., 

Prope:vty V is 

holds for A 3 
t, i, Uv JV) • Let 

pro"ed by incuction as follows .. We saw already that V 

= I\ U5 V). SuJposr: V holds for /\ (U,V) J 2nd consider 
( . \ . 

v \ l ' ( 1 ~·, i .-: 1~ _', be t~1e points wi.th 

U'"v"Vv I ,-:: -c. l ·v 11 . . es Vec:-:V Ir L J U\TVe:-=V r r If. 

/ 

V"' l '- ( W; r, ' 
!1 

'j -· = , lf,JVv 11 = Uvvu r = lNu 11 -· u r r l=V Ir I , 

UVv I ?! Tf\Nr: V : I I -· ... . 
Further, b;y r11 ani. the , iroof of' III., the v ( i) lie on B. Hence V 

holds for /\(UV,V). SinilarJ.y for (l:,w). 
As fo, · the pr•oo.i'.' Jf VI, let W=UV and let the u ( i) be given by 

(22), By II, (WL) 20=-=• 4 E: or L'iJLe=-W- 1e, i.e. Lu 1111=U'. Now urn,= We 

hos s0cond coo1°dim1tc 1 24 =m, and so u 1111 has the form (k,m). Then 

u 1 :-::11..· 1 1 · 1 =( k-Jm,m). TY.en_, since u 1111 = We and u 1 =W- 1e, W has the 

fot0 m s<:;a te J, Sir;ce de~; W:--::4, VJO have 

(24) 2 k +4 ~ m(3k•-l). 

Fi11c1:iJ.y_, drr :m- 2 { (Jrii•-:2k) 2 +4-lm J == 9.,4m- 2 • Property VI also holds for 

W,=Uo: VO, 
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Property VII -· lemma 10 in (2 J, chapter II; the proof is based on 
IV and VI. 

It is now easy to prove the following 

rrhe<?_~_:}_. The lattices /\ satisfying ( 13) and passing through x0 

are just given by the lattices in t,. 
Proof. Let A be such a lattice, Let G1 be the set of points outside 
S lying in the 1st or 3rd quadrant, and let a2 denote the set of 
points outside Sin the 2nd quadrant. We may suppose that (-2,1) 

and (-1,1) belong to G2 (see the figure). If (-3,1) and (0,1) belong 

to G1 , then necessarily A= A1 . If not, then for reasons of sym

metry we may suppose that ( O, 1) E. G2 • Then nee essa rily /\ = /\ 2 , if 

(-5,2)t:G1 and (1.,2)E.G1 (sec figure). If not, then we may suppose 
( ' -1 that -5,2J6 G2 . Then -u0 e and v0e lie in G2 . 

We now uAe the following property, which is geometrically clear: 
if A satisfies our conditions, if u(i) are defined by (22) and if 

u" ,u 111 lie i.n 0 2 and u' ;u' 1 11 in G1 , then necessarily A = A (U,V). 
Suppose that, for so:ne pair (U,V) cm., 

(25) 

Then there are four possibilities: 

a) -(uv)"· 1e, UVc 6 G1; thc·n A== I\ (U,V) 

b) -(w)- 1e, eG2; then (25) holds for the pair (W,V) 

c) UVe f.G 0 ; then (25) holds for the pair (U,W) 
L 

) -( TTTT) -· 1 ·' t th t O th. d uv 1Ne E-G2 ; lt is easy o prove a 1n is case 

d(/\)>3, 
0 

We now note that d =9-4m-L nnd that mis a positive integer 
m 

increasing for each step. It follows that after finitely many steps 

the possibil~.ty a) occurs, since d(J\) <- 3. This proves theorem 1. 
In orde·.-:> to solve our problem completely we must consider 

lattices which do not have a point on B. But here we have the fol
lowing 

Lemma. Each l,ittice satisfying ( 13) has points on B. 

The proo~ of this lem~8 may be sketched as follows. Let A be 

• ny lattice with ~~(s, A)=1, which does not have any point on the 
boundary. T·hen tl1ere :i.s a csq11 1:7:-:)cP. of points xr(r=1,2, ... ) of 
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with! q(xr) \ ~ 1. Suppose q(xr) ~ 1. By applying suitable hyper

bolic rotations T we get ci sequence: of 12 tticE.:S /\ ::::T /\ with 
r O r r 

fa(.Ss /\r)==1 (r==1,~~J•••)J /,Y"3yi-, Yr-+X. A suitable subsequence 

of the sequence { f1r} convcrgeu to r:;omc lattice A . This lattice A 
contains the point x0 and has determinant d(~)=d(A). 

-
Further>, each point of /\ is the limit or a point of 1\ ... and so /\. 

is admissible for 8, Hence, by theorem 1, if A satisfies (13), 
then~ belongs to the set~ . Finally, using ~he corresponding 

automorphism W, one can find a neighbourhood N of~ and a positive 
number J with the following property: 

( 26) if A I f.. N /Jnd /\ r ls not homothctic with /\ , then 

fa(s, 1\ 1 )-<-1 -1.r 

(see theorem I in [2], chapter II). This contradicts the proper

ties of the Ar, and so proves the lemma. 

'rhc lattices /\ :in {:, hc'\ve poJ.nts on B1 as well as B2 . Hence 
thsorem 1 ancl the lemma together give the following 

Theorem 2. E:-:ich lattice A I with fa (S, /\ ')==1, d(/\') < 3 is of the 

.form /\ '=T 1\, where T is a hyperbolic rotation of 2 and Al J:.. 
This theorem can immediately be put in the following arith

metic form: 

Theorem 2'. Let q=q(x) be an indefinite binary quadratic form, of 

diocriminant d. rrhcn r (q) >] Vd) if nnd only if q~qm=Jdct(x,Wx) 

.for some W f laJ"t.l (m=vI~.-1). Further, LL,(q)== Vd/d , with d ==9-4m- 2 , if c: 1 F. rn m 
q~qm. 

The pnirs (u,v), hence 

by n genealogical tree (sec 
T (~,i 
I 

\<+;,, 
_.,...-•, 

//~~,/ 'l-5 ~~ 
A .('\ I~ , 

/~ 34\. •1~ / •4~~- I it.9'-. 

also the forms qm, ~an be represented 

figure), The numbers m associated with 

three matrices U,V,W=UV, say 

m1 ,m2 ,rnJ sat~sfy the famous 

cqucition of :vrarkov: 

(27) 

This relation is easily proved by induction. Cohn deduces it fro111 
property I ancJ a general relation for the ';races of 2x 2-matrices. 

As is well known, one can deduce from theorem 2 1 a corresponding 

theorem for the approximation of inationals by rationals. 
Final remark. Probably the method of this report can be extended 

to the more general domatr: -: ":~.Yr-.('_ k (k a positive integer). 
, I c'. 
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However, even the second minimum of this region is not yet known 
(see[4]). 
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